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Introduction

The Schøyen Collection in Context
Jens-Uwe Hartmann, Ludwig Maximilian University
Compared to other classical cultures like Egypt or China, India was very late in creating its own writing
system. Prior to the monumental rock inscriptions of king Aśoka in the middle of the third century B.C. there are
no reliable indications for the existence of an indigenous script. All the major Indian religions originated considerably earlier, and thus they had to depend on an exclusively oral transmission for their continuously growing corpus
of religious lore. Oral transmission facilitates the exclusion of those who are seen unfit for or unworthy of participation in the tradition, and in the case of the Vedic religion this led to an ongoing orality of the transmission.
Contrary to that, the Buddha made a strong point of the exoteric nature of his teachings and their accessibility for
everybody, independent of gender and social status, and it is quite likely that his followers were the first to recognize the many advantages of the art of writing. According to an historical tradition, the Buddhists in Sri Lanka
started to write down their canonical texts in the first century B.C. when various calamities like war and famine
threatened the continuity of the oral transmission.
This information from the southern edge of the Buddhist world is now corroborated by the new manuscript finds in the northwest of the Indian subcontinent. According to a radiocarbon dating of the latest finds, at
least one manuscript may originate from the first century B.C. This makes it not only the oldest Buddhist, but by
far also the oldest Indian manuscript presently known, and this is one of the many reasons why the recent finds
from Pakistan and Afghanistan are considered so sensational. Taken all together they allow us to reconstruct some

A pile of inscribed birch bark fragments, illustrating the state in which
some of the manuscripts were first presented to the project work group.
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of the major developments of Buddhism in the area from the beginning of the Common Era up to the eighth or
even the early ninth centuries.
Three times during the last hundred years our knowledge and our understanding of the early history of
Buddhism has been decisively advanced by large manuscript finds. The first occurred in the beginning of the last
century. When rumours of lost Buddhist cultures in Central Asia reached the West, explorers from several European countries went to the Tarim basin. They followed the ancient Silk Road, and in the ruins of long deserted monasteries and stupas they found an incredible amount of Buddhist cultural relics. Among them were ten thousands
of Buddhist manuscripts written in a number of scripts and languages, but mostly reduced to mere fragments. The
following decades saw scholars working hard, trying to decipher the fragments and to reconstruct the texts they
contained. A comparatively high number of Sanskrit manuscripts proved that the original texts of several forms
of Indian Buddhism were held in high esteem and continued to be used for various purposes, although the local
scribes and owners spoke quite different languages. The earliest manuscripts were imports from India written on
palm leaf in the second or third centuries A.D. All the others are local products written on paper and ranging from
the 4th to probably the 10th or 11th centuries. Those found in the cave monasteries at the northern branch of the
Silk Road mostly preserve literature of the (Mūla-)Sarvāstivāda school, both canonical and non-canonical, while
those coming from the southern branch contain Mahāyāna sūtras. The overwhelming majority of all those manuscripts from Central Asia contain texts the Sanskrit original of which had been lost in India. They are now kept in
various collections in Berlin, London, Paris and St. Petersburg.
In the thirties of the last century another sensational manuscript treasure came to light. It was found in a
ruined building near Gilgit in Northern Pakistan, and it consisted of several dozens of Sanskrit manuscripts, a few
complete, but again many of them in a more or less fragmentary condition. Yet, their state of preservation was
much better than that of the Central Asian manuscripts, and this facilitated research and publication. While many
of the fragments from the Silk Road still await to be studied and published, nearly all of the so-called Gilgit texts
have been made accessible through scholarly editions. They convey an interesting picture of the form of Buddhism practiced in the area between the fifth and the seventh centuries: Regarding the vinaya, it was the version
of the Mūlasarvāstivādins that was followed by the local monastics, and a number of manuscripts preserve Jātaka
stories that belong to the narrative lore of the same school. On the other hand, there is a fairly high number of
manuscripts containing Mahāyāna sūtras, some of them clearly used for apotropaic purposes. It has to be assumed,
then, that the local Buddhist community drew on various traditions for specific purposes and that their monks
combined the monastic code of a school of earlier Buddhism with the views and the dogmatics of the Mahāyāna in
a fashion very similar to the practice followed by the monks and nuns in Tibet up to the present day.
The third great find is the recent one of manuscripts from Afghanistan and Pakistan. In all three cases,
the finds were unexpected since they happened in areas nowadays dominated by Islamic cultures. They brought to
light a very vivid Buddhist past of those areas, and a Buddhist past that was, although outside India proper, fully
Indian with regard to its literary traditions. All the finds are sensational, and all provided us with the Indian originals of texts so far known only from translations into Chinese or Tibetan. At the same time, they brought us large
numbers of texts that were previously unknown, and this yields at least a vague impression of the tremendous
amount and richness of the Buddhist literature that once existed in India. Apparently, most of it has been lost, and
all the finds, especially the recent ones, suggest that what we have now is, despite the sheer amount of new material, still the tip of the iceberg.
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